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ABSTRACT

In determining the optical properties of the atmosphere, the measurement of light absorption by aerosols is
particularly challenging, and yet it is important because of the influence of strongly absorbing black carbon on
climate and atmospheric visibility. The photoacoustic method obtains aerosol light absorption in situ, without
use of filters, by acoustic measurement of the heat generated from aerosol light absorption, and its transfer to
the surrounding air. However, in the general case, volatile aerosols heated by light absorption may also cool by
evaporation (mass transfer). In this paper, the limiting case of the photoacoustic response of a volatile aerosol
is compared with that of a dry aerosol to further the understanding of the data obtained with photoacoustic
instruments. While the theory of photoacoustics of volatile aerosols for low-frequency, nonresonant cells has
already been developed, current methods employ high-frequency, acoustically resonant photoacoustic instruments
for quantifying atmospheric aerosol light absorption and vehicle exhaust mass concentration associated with
black carbon. In this paper, a complete theory of photoacoustics for volatile aerosols is developed that includes
additional terms to allow for higher-frequency devices, large particles, and high particle densities. Numerical
calculations are used to determine the limits of various approximations.

1. Introduction

Incomplete combustion of carbonaceous fuels can re-
sult in the production of black carbon aerosol, with high
emission rates per mass of fuel burned for small sources
such as diesel engines and fireplaces (Horvath 1993).
The optimal choices for fuel use and for methods of
fuel combustion to generate energy continue to be de-
veloped and debated against a backdrop of societal con-
cerns such as human health (e.g., Lighty et al. 2000),
visibility (e.g., National Research Council 1993), and
climate impacts (e.g., Andreae 2001). Black carbon
aerosols strongly absorb light throughout much of the
electromagnetic spectrum, with a characteristic depen-
dence as inverse wavelength in the visible and near-IR.
So, in addition to the potential health effects on breath-
ing carbon aerosols, the impacts of light absorption on
radiation transfer (e.g., Jacobson 2001), visibility (e.g.,
Horvath et al. 1983; Fox et al. 1999), and cloud dy-
namics (e.g., Ackerman et al. 2000; Hansen et al. 2000;
Lohmann and Feichter 2001) are of concern.

Measurement of aerosol light absorption is difficult.
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Direct measurements of aerosol extinction and scatter-
ing are often not accurate enough to obtain the often
much smaller absorption by subtraction. Filter-based
methods for the absorption measurement are simple, but
suffer from lack of direct calibration methods, and from
potential artifacts due to light scattering aerosol and
relative humidity changes. Photoacoustic methods have
been commonly applied to the detection and spectros-
copy of trace gases in the atmosphere (Fiegel et al. 1989;
Fiedler and Hess 1990; Miklos and Hess 2001; Sigrist
1994; Brand et al. 1995), and to a lesser extent, to the
measurement of light absorption by aerosols (Bruce and
Pinnick 1977; Terhune and Anderson 1977; Foot 1979;
Truex and Anderson 1979; Faxvog and Roessler 1982;
Roessler 1984; Adams et al. 1990a,b; Petzold and Niess-
ner 1992, 1995; Moosmüller et al. 1998; Arnott et al.
1999, 2000; Moosmüller et al. 2001).

Photoacoustic signals are produced from the heat gen-
erated by light absorption (Rosencwaig 1980). In the
case of aerosols, this heat is transferred to the surround-
ing air, generating an acoustic wave for a power-mod-
ulated light source. But, for aerosols, these signals may
also be generated by mass transfer. For example, con-
sider a small water droplet illuminated by a 6-mm wave-
length laser. Water absorbs strongly at this wavelength
and the droplet will absorb power from the laser beam
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in quantity equal to the droplet absorption cross section
multiplied by the laser irradiance. Some of the absorbed
laser power will heat the particle, and some will supply
the latent heat necessary to add more water vapor mol-
ecules to the volume surrounding the droplet. These
additional water vapor molecules contribute to the
acoustic signal, in addition to the thermal expansion of
the air as heat transfers from the droplet. But pure water
droplets have a very low absorption cross section at
visible wavelengths most relevant to the absorption of
sunlight in the atmosphere. However black carbon aero-
sols (‘‘soot’’) do have strong absorption cross sections
in the visible, and are responsible for most of the par-
ticulate light absorption in the atmosphere for visible
wavelengths. Soot is known to uptake water vapor at
relative humidities below 100%, with certain sites on
the complex soot geometry (10–30-nm spherical mono-
mers aggregated together to form particles of up to a
few microns in maximum dimension) beginning to ex-
hibit multilayer adsorption for relative humidity as low
as 50% (Chughtai et al. 1999). The reduction of the
photoacoustic signal by latent heat and mass transfer is
analogous to the reduction observed in the photoa-
coustic spectrum of gaseous NO2 when the light wave-
length drops below 410 nm (Harshbarger and Robin
1973). In this case, 410 nm is the upper-wavelength
threshold for photodissociation of NO2, so below this
wavelength some of the radiant energy is used to break
the bond between NO and O.

The analysis is tractable for the heat and mass transfer
from heated water spheres; therefore, this problem will
be used to gain insight on the effects of mass transfer
to the photoacoustic signal. Though multilayer adsorp-
tion on soot is not likely to cover the entire soot surface
even at 100% RH due to strong positive curvature on
portions of the soot surface, and soot aerosols are cer-
tainly not spheres, it is argued that the spherical water
droplet problem provides a useful insight for the effects
of mass transfer on the photoacoustic signal. Dry soot
particles can be modeled simply by setting the mass
diffusion coefficient to zero in the theory, so that the
entire photoacoustic signal is due to heat transfer. Then
it will be demonstrated that the photoacoustic signal for
a moist droplet is less than for a dry droplet, because
of the energy expenditure in latent heat and the differ-
ences in the efficiency for sound generation from mass
and heat injection to air. The theory is sufficiently gen-
eral to encompass the previous approach for isolated
aerosols in nonresonant photoacoustic instruments
(Baker 1976) as well as a dense cloud of aerosols in
more commonly used resonant photoacoustic cells (Ad-
ams et al. 1990a; Petzold and Niessner 1995; Arnott et
al. 1999, 2000). The analysis is based on the low reduced
frequency method used previously to evaluate the ef-
fects of evaporation–condensation on sound propagation
in wet walled tubes (Raspet et al. 1999; Hickey et al.
2000).

It should be noted that while our chief concern is

measurement of light absorption by soot as it is influ-
enced by water vapor, the theory developed below is
formally complete for understanding photoacoustic sig-
nals from pure liquid droplets. One major objective of
the paper is to arrive at the ratio of the photoacoustic
signals for wet and ‘‘dry’’ droplets (droplets are dried,
in theory, simply by setting the mass diffusion coeffi-
cient to zero.) This ratio should provide a reasonable
first estimate for the effect of high RH (very near 100%)
on photoacoustic signals from presumably hygroscopic
carbon aerosols. This ratio does not depend on the ab-
sorption cross section of the droplet, when in the linear
optics regime, as the heat and mass transfer are both
driven linearly by the optical power absorbed by the
particle. More work, beyond the scope of this paper, is
necessary to develop a full model for photoacoustic sig-
nals at visible wavelengths from cloud droplets with
embedded black carbon aerosol, and for mass transfer
from water vapor adsorbed on black carbon aerosol at
RH , 100%.

2. Theory

Photoacoustic instruments usually are designed to
measure light absorption in a flow-through acoustic res-
onator. The laser beam cross-sectional area is much
smaller than the area of this resonator. We therefore
assume that the residence time of the particles in the
beam is small compared with the time for significant
DC mass evaporation to occur. The laser excitation can
be considered as a DC component producing steady
evaporation and heating and an AC component that will
alternately heat and cool the particle. Our analysis will
concentrate on the AC component. In addition, we as-
sume that each particle of radius r0 is surrounded by
similar neighbors and that each droplet exchanges heat
and vapor with its neighborhood of radius a 5 1/N 1/3

where N is the aerosol particle density in m23.
The governing equations are the Navier–Stokes equa-

tion, the continuity equation for each component and
for the mixture, the entropy equation for the mixture,
the equation of state for the mixture, and the diffusion
equation for the mixture. In linearized form these are
(Landau and Lifshitz 1997; Hirschfelder et al. 1954)

]v
2r 5 2=p 1 m¹ v0 ]t

1
1 b 1 m =(= · v), (1)1 23

]r1 01 r (= · v ) 5 0, (2a)1 1]t

]r2 01 r (= · v ) 5 0, (2b)2 2]t

]r
1 r (= · v) 5 0, (2c)0]t
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]p g ]T
22 1 nk 2 k¹ T 1 k nkT= · (v 2 v )T 1 2]t g 2 1 ]t

5 0, (3)

]p ]T 1 ]r 1 ]r1 25 nk 1 kT 1 , and (4)01 2]t ]t m ]t m ]t1 2

1 1 n
v 2 v 5 D =r 2 =r 2 (m 2 m )=p1 2 12 2 1 2 10 01r r r p2 1 0 0

2n kT2 · =T .2n n T1 2 0

(5)

In these equations, variables r1, r2 are the density of the
gas and of the vapor; r 5 r1 1 r2 is the density of the
mixture; v1, v2 are the hydrodynamic velocity of the gas
and of the vapor; v 5 (r1v1 1 r2v2)/r is the hydrody-
namic velocity of the mixture; p is the pressure of the
mixture; and T is the temperature of the mixture. In the
above equations, m is the viscosity of the mixture; b is
the bulk viscosity of the mixture; m1, m2 are the molecular
mass of gas and vapor; n1, n2 are the number densities
of the gas and of the vapor; n 5 n1 1 n2 is the total
number density; g1, g 2 are the ratio of specific heats of
the gas and of the vapor; ng/(g 2 1) 5 n1g1/(g1 2 1)
1 n2g 2/(g 2 2 1) is the ratio of ncp/R for the mixture;
cp is the molar heat capacity at constant pressure; R is
the universal gas constant; k is the thermal conductivity
of the mixture; D12 is the mass diffusion coefficient; kT

is the thermal diffusion ratio as defined in Hirshfelder et
al. (1954, p. 541); k is Boltzmann’s constant; and the
subscript/superscripts 0 refer to ambient values of quan-
tities. The bulk viscosity accounts for the small departure
of the rotational and translational modes from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium.

The linearized heat equation for the particle is given by

]
2(r c T ) 2 k ¹ T 5 L(t). (6)P pP P P P]t

Here, rP is the particle density, cpP is the particle heat
capacity at constant pressure, kP is the particle heat
conductivity, TP the temperature of the particle, and L(t)
is the laser power absorbed by the particle per unit vol-
ume. Assuming single frequency excitation we set L(t)
5 L0e2ivt, where L0 5 aI0, I0 is the magnitude of the
laser beam intensity at the operating frequency, and a
(dimensions of inverse distance) is the absorption cross
section of the particle divided by its volume. We assume
that the absorbed energy is distributed uniformly
through the particle much faster than the inverse acous-
tic frequency, so that the particle is evenly heated. We
assume also that the resulting diffusion and heat flow
will be predominately radial and define two dimension-
less variables,

r
h 5 , (7)

a

the dimensionless radius, and the reduced frequency,

va
V 5 . (8)

c

Assuming that all the variables have an e2ivt time de-
pendence where v is the angular frequency of the mod-
ulated laser beam, we introduce normalized variables as
follows:

2r c0 2ivtp 5 (1.0 1 p*e ), (9a)
g

2ivtT 5 T (1.0 1 T*e ), (9b)0

2ivtT 5 T (1 1 T*e ), (9c)P 0 P

2ivtv 5 cv*e , and (9d)
2ivtv 2 v 5 cV*e , (9e)1 2

where c is the sound speed in the mixture and asterisks
denote normalized values. The normalization assures
that all variables are of the same order.

Using the definitions above, the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion becomes

21 ]p* V ] 1 ](h y*)
2 iVy* 2 5 0. (10)

2 2[ ]g ]h l ]h h ]hm

where lm 5 a . Note that this defi-Ïvr/(b 1 (4/3)m)
nition of the dimensionless viscous wave number is not
the same as the shear wavenumber defined in (Raspet
et al. 1999). The entropy equation is given by

g 2 1 V 1 ] ]T*
2V p* 2 VT* 1 i h

2 2 1 2g l h ]h ]hT

2g 2 1 k ](h V*)T2 i 5 0, (11)
2g h ]h

where lT 5 a , is the dimensionless thermalÏrvc /kp

wavenumber. We note that lT may be written in terms
of the thermal penetration depth dT as lT 5 a/dT.Ï2
The equation of state is combined with the continuity
equations of each component to form the equation of
state in terms of p*, T*, y*, and V*:

2i ](h y*)
Vp* 2 VT* 1

2h ]h

2n n 1 ](h V*)1 22 i (m 2 m ) 5 0. (12)1 2 2nr h ]h0

The final equation results from combining the diffusion
equation with the continuity relations,
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2i ] 1 ](h V*)
V* 2

2 2[ ]l ]h h ]hD

2V n ]p* n k ]T*T2 (m 2 m ) 2 5 0, (13)1 22 [ ]l r ]h n n ]hD 0 1 2

where lD 5 a is the dimensionless diffusion waveÏv/D12

number. The temperature equation in the particle is

i 1 ] ]T* iLP 02T* 2 h 5 , (14)P 2 2 1 2l h ]h ]h c r vTP pP P 0

where lP 5 a is the dimensionless thermalÏr vc /kP pP P

wave number in the particle. Note that this is defined
with respect to the neighborhood radius a, not with re-
spect to the particle radius r0.

Next p* and ]p*/]h are eliminated from Eqs. (10)–
(13) to form three differential equations in y*, V*, and
T*. The first equation is formed by eliminating the com-
mon pressure term between Eqs. (11) and (12). The
second equation comes from removing the common
pressure partial derivative term between Eqs. (10) and
(13). Finally, the third equation is obtained by taking
the partial derivative of Eq. (12), and removing the com-
mon pressure derivative term between it and Eq. (13).
The low reduced-frequency approximation is applied to
the three equations: all terms containing V2 are dropped
because the interparticle spacing is much less than the
acoustic wavelength, and V is small, even for low num-
ber densities and high operating frequencies. (V ø 0.04
for N 5 350 particles cm23 and f 5 2000 Hz.) The y*
term is eliminated from the three equations to form two
coupled equations in V* and T*:

]T* i ] 1 ] ]T*
22 h

2 2 1 2[ ]]h l ]h h ]h ]hT

2g 2 1 k ] 1 ](h V*)T1 i 5 0, (15)
2[ ]g V ]h h ]h

and

2 2V n k ]T* i ] 1 ](h V*)T 1 V* 2 5 0. (16)
2 2 25 6[ ]l n n ]h l ]h h ]hD 1 2 D

The coupling between the temperature fluctuations and
diffusion fluctuations in the mixture is provided by the
terms containing the thermal diffusion ratio kT, which
appears in the entropy equation due to diffusion across
the control volume and in the diffusion equation from
temperature driven diffusion. These variables are cou-
pled by the boundary conditions at the particle surface
as described below.

These equations, combined with boundary conditions
and the temperature equation in the particle represent a
complete solution. The solution of the coupled equations
lead to two modes of propagation. An investigation of
the effect of the kT coupling shows it to cause a neg-

ligible change in the wavenumbers for thermal and mass
diffusion fluctuations (Hickey et al. 2000). In the re-
mainder of the paper, kT is set to zero. For photoacoustics
in the atmosphere, the mole fraction of vapor will be
very low (less than 0.05) and the effect of the coupling
of the diffusion and thermal wavenumbers low. In
(Hickey et al. 2000) the calculated fractional change in
thermal and diffusive wave numbers for water vapor in
air is less than 1024 for temperatures up to 308C. The
use of the low reduced-frequency approximation and
the modal analysis of Hickey et al. (2000) demonstrates
that Baker’s use of simplified hydrodynamic equations
is justified for the present analysis of higher frequency
devices. The boundary conditions for the solution of
this problem are developed within these approximations.
Diffusion and thermal effects are assumed to dominate
the acoustic terms in the particle neighborhood.

3. Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions at the neighborhood bound-
ary (r 5 a) are

V*| 5 0, and (17a)h51

]T*
5 0. (17b))]h

h51

At the particle radius, r0, the inert gas velocity must be
zero, the temperature must be continuous, the heat gen-
erated by condensation at the surface must be carried
away by the heat flux into the gas and particle, and the
diffusion velocity can be calculated from the tempera-
ture at the particle radius. We require that the temper-
ature in the particle, , and the gas mixture, T*, beT*P
equal at the particle radius (h 5 r0/a):

T* | 5 T* | .h5r /a P h5r /a0 0
(18)

Next, we require heat flux balance at the particle radius.
In general, this can be written as

q 5 k =T 2 k=T,P P (19)

where q is the heat flux generated at the boundary. For
a liquid particle the heat flux generated may be written,
q 5 lmflux 5 2l v2(r0/a), where is the ambient0 0r r2 2

vapor density, v2(r0 /a) is the average radial velocity of
the vapor evaluated at the particle surface, and l is the
latent heat of vaporization. Thus, our boundary condi-
tion for the heat flux at h 5 r0/a becomes

02lr v 5 k =T 2 k=T.2 2 P P (20)

Use of the normalization definitions in Eqs. (9a)–(9e),
and the fact that y1 5 0 at the particle surface, yields
the following equation for the heat flux:

cV* k ]T* k ]T*P P02lr 5 2 . (21)2 ) [ ]T a ]h a ]h0 h5r /ah5r /a 00

Temperature fluctuations at the particle surface induce
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vapor pressure fluctuations. The Clausius–Clapeyron
equation (Reif 1965),

lm 1 12p | 5 p exp 2 2 , (22)Vapor h5r /a 00 1 2[ ]R T TREF h5r /a0

relates the vapor pressure to the temperature. A line-
arized expression for the density of the vapor near the
particle can be derived from the ideal gas law and Eq.
(22):

lm20 2ivtr | 5 r 1 1 2 1 T*e , (23)2 h5r /a 20 1 2[ ]RT0 h5r /a0

where T0 is the ambient temperature of the system. The
equation of continuity can then be used to write Eq.
(23) in terms of V* and T*:

1 ] r lm0 22i (h V*)| 5 V 2 1 T*| . (24)h5r /a h5r /a0 02 01 2h ]h r RT1 0

The divergence of y* is dropped from this boundary
condition as y* at the boundary is smaller than V* by
the ratio r2/r and y* is principally an acoustic wave
with small spatial variation compared to diffusion and
heat conduction (Pierce 1989, 519–531). The fourth
boundary condition is that the time rate of heat flow
out of the particle at r0 must equal the time rate of
change in internal energy in the particle neighborhood,

k ]T*
24pr0 )a ]h

h5r /a0

h51

3 25 2iv rc T*(h)4pa h dh. (25)E p

h5r /a0

Again, this boundary condition is only correct if the
acoustic energy is negligible with respect to the internal
energy.

4. Solution

The set of differential equations to be solved are

]T* i ] 1 ] ]T*
22 h 5 0, (26)

2 2 1 2[ ]]h l ]h h ]h ]hT

2i ] 1 ](h V*)
V* 2 5 0, and (27)

2 2[ ]l ]h h ]hD

i 1 ] ]T* iLP 02T* 2 h 5 . (28)P 2 2 1 2l h ]h ]h c r vTP pP P 0

These are respectively Eqs. (15) and (16) with kT 5 0,
and Eq. (14) repeated for completeness. The solutions
are in terms of spherical Bessel and Hankel functions.
We choose solutions so that is finite at r 5 0 andT*P
so that ]T*/]h and V* are zero at r 5 a. The solutions
are

]T*
5 Af (l h, l ), (29)1 T T]h

V* 5 Bf (l h, l ), and (30)1 D D

L0T* 5 Dj (Ïil h) 1 i . (31)P 0 P c r vTpP P 0

where A, B, and D are constants to be determined from
the boundary conditions, and f 1(lh, l) and f 0(lh, l)
are defined as

f (lh, l)1

(1)h (Ïil)1
2 2 (1) (2)5 2l h h (Ïilh) 2 h (Ïilh) , (32)0 1 1

(2)[ ]h (Ïil)1

and

f (lh, l)0

(1)h (Ïil)1
(1) (2)5 iÏilh h (Ïilh) 2 h (Ïilh) , (33)0 0 0

(2)[ ]h (Ïil)1

where h0 5 r0/a. The functions f 1 and f 0 are chosen
so that they approach one for the small particle, large
neighborhood limit. This facilitates comparison with
Baker’s (1976) theory. Recursion relations for the spher-
ical Bessel functions give

1 ]
2 2[h f (lh, l)] 5 il h f (lh, l), (34)1 0 02h ]h

] f (lh, l)1[ f (lh, l)] 5 2 , and (35)0]h h0

] 1 ]
2 2[h f (lh, l)] 5 2il f (lh, l). (36)1 125 6]h h ]h

Integration of Eq. (26) gives

T*(h) 5 2h Af (l h, l ) 1 C,0 0 T T (37)

where C is an integration constant. Substitution of this
form in Eq. (25) shows that C is identically zero. The
temperature matching boundary condition, Eq. (18), be-
comes

iL0Dj (Ïil h ) 1 5 2h Af (l h , l ). (38)0 P 0 0 0 T 0 Tc r vTpP P 0

The heat flux boundary condition, Eq. (21), is given by

0lr c22 Bf (l h , l )1 D 0 DT0

k kP5 Af (l h , l ) 1 Ïil Dj (Ïil h ). (39)1 T 0 T P 1 P 0a a

The boundary condition that expresses the vapor pres-
sure in terms of the surface temperature of the particle
gives
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2l h Bf (l h , l )D 0 0 D 0 D

r lm0 25 V 2 1 h Af (l h , l ). (40)0 0 T 0 T01 2r RT1 0

Eliminating D from Eqs. (38) and (39), we find

0k lr c2Af (l h , l ) 1 Bf (l h , l )1 T 0 T 1 D 0 Da T0

j (Ïil h )k 1 P 0P5 ÏilP a j (Ïil h )0 P 0

iQ03 1 h Af (l h , l ) . (41)0 0 T 0 T[ ]c r vTpP P 0

The product lPh0 is usually small; small argument ex-
pansions can be used to express Eq. (41) in simpler
form.

Let c9 5 (3/ lPh0)[j1( lPh0)/j0( lPh0)] ù 1Ïi Ïi Ïi
1 i/15(lPh0)2. This normalization also facilitates com-
parison with Baker (1976). Baker assumes that taking
c9 5 1 is sufficient. Gathering terms we find

2k c r vr c9 f (l h , l )pP P 0 0 T 0 TAf (l h , l ) 1 2 i1 T 0 T [ ]a 3k f (l h , l )1 T 0 T

0lr c L c9r2 0 01 Bf (l h , l ) 5 2 . (42)1 D 0 DT 3T0 0

From Eq. (40),

D r lm f (l h , l )12 0 2 0 T 0 TB 5 2 1 A. (43)
01 2[ ]ac r RT f (l h , l )1 0 0 D 0 D

Equation (42) is solved for A:

L c9r a 10 0A 5 2 , (44)
3kT f (l h , l ) J0 1 T 0 T

where

J 5 1 2 iTh 1 lEv, (45a)
2c r vr c9 f (l h , l )pP P 0 0 T 0 TTh 5 , and (45b)

3k f (l h , l )1 T 0 T

0r D r lm2 12 0 2Ev 5 2 1
01 2kT r RT0 1 0

f (l h , l ) f (l h , l )0 T 0 T 1 D 0 D3 . (45c)
f (l h , l ) f (l h , l )1 T 0 T 0 D 0 D

The constants A and B may be combined with Eqs. (29)
and (30) to evaluate ]T*/]h and V*. For the present
investigation of photoacoustics, we evaluate the acoustic
source terms rather than the variables ]T*/]h and V*.
The wave equation with mass and heat injection is given
in (Morse and Ingard 1986, 322–325), and is here trans-
lated to the frequency domain as

2v
2¹ P 1 P 5 2 f (r, v), (46)

2c

where,

g 2 1
f (r, v) 5 2iv M 1 H . (47)

21 2c

Here, M is the rate of mass injection per unit volume
and H is the power added per unit volume due to heat
transfer. The mass injection rate per unit volume is cal-
culated by the product of r2y 2 at the particle surface
times the surface area divided by the neighborhood vol-
ume:

3 0r L c9r D r lm0 0 2 12 0 2M 5 2 1
01 2 1 2a kT J r RT0 1 0

f (l h , l ) f (l h , l )0 T 0 T 1 D 0 D3
f (l h , l ) f (l h , l )1 T 0 T 0 D 0 D

3 3r L Ev r0 0 05 c9 [ m L . (48)01 2 1 2a J a

The thermal power per unit volume is determined by
summing the thermal flux over the surface divided by
the neighborhood volume:

3 3r L c9 r0 0 0H 5 [ h L . (49)01 2 1 2a J a

By these definitions, m and h are the ratios of the rate
of change of mass and thermal energy emission to the
laser power absorption.

For N absorbing droplets per unit volume, of volume
V0, with absorption cross section per particle volume
a, the absorption coefficient is given by Babs 5 aNV0

5 a(r0/a)3. Then the laser power absorbed per particle
volume is given by L0 5 BabsI0/NV0 5 (a/r0)3 BabsI0,
where I0(x, v) is the magnitude of the laser intensity as
a function of position and frequency. With this notation,

g 2 1
f (r, v) 5 2iv m 1 h B I (x, v) . (50)abs 0251 2 6c

This last expression is a general form for the photoa-
coustic source term to drive the wave equation for pres-
sure, Eq. (46), when aerosols can transfer both heat and
mass.

To gain insight on a contemporary instrument (Arnott
et al. 2000) used for measurement of light absorption
by aerosols, Eq. (50) can be used as the source term for
this 1D plane wave resonator. This resonator is bent at
pressure nodes to facilitate laser beam and sample air
passage through holes placed at the nodes (Arnott et al.
1999). When operated at acoustic resonance, the pho-
toacoustic response from droplets in this resonator is
given by
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P ( f ) Qmic res 25 [mc 1 (g 2 1)h]B . (51)abs2P ( f ) p f Alaser res res res

Here, Plaser( f res) is the laser power at resonance fre-
quency f res, Q is the quality factor of the resonator, Ares

is the cross-sectional area of the resonator, and Pmic( f res)
is the acoustic pressure measured at the end of the res-
onator. Setting m 5 0 and J 5 1 in Eq. (49) recovers
the results of (Arnott et al. 1999, 2000) where only heat
transfer is included.

5. Analysis

The results derived above are valid for general acous-
tic frequencies, particle sizes, and particle number den-
sities (neighborhood radii). This complete analysis in-
sures that the theory will correctly describe possible
future devices exploring higher frequencies or multiple
frequencies to investigate the effect of volatile com-
ponents on photoacoustics. In this section, we will ex-
amine the differences between Baker’s (1976) low-fre-
quency, isolated particle result and our result, and we
will evaluate the limiting case for the effects of water
saturation on photoacoustic measurements of aerosol
light absorption.

The low reduced-frequency solution results in func-
tions of reduced radius h and dimensionless wave num-
bers l. For the analysis of validity it is more intuitive
to express these factors in terms of the ratio of the
particle radius or neighborhood radius to the thermal or
diffusive penetration depth in the particle or gas. The
penetration depths can be interpreted as the distance heat
(or mass) can diffuse during one acoustic period. The
definitions of the thermal and diffusive penetration
depths were given earlier. With those definitions the
dimensionless wave numbers can be written as lT 5

a/dT; lD 5 a/dD and lTh0 5 r0/dT; lDh0 5Ï2 Ï2 Ï2
r0/dD.The penetration depths are functions of tem-Ï2

perature but near 208C at 1500 Hz d ø 18 mm,Twater

d ø 64 mm and d ø 69 mm. These may be scaledT DAir Air

to other frequencies by multiplication by (1500/ f )1/2.
For example, at Baker’s (1976) assumed frequency of
20 Hz, d is about 160 mm.TWater

Equations (48), (49), and (45a,b) have been written
to facilitate comparison with Baker’s low-frequency,
small particle, large spacing results. Baker’s results are
recovered by setting,

c9 5 1, (52)

f (l h , l ) f (l h , l )0 T 0 T 1 D 0 D 5 1, and (53)
f (l h , l ) f (l h , l )1 T 0 T 0 D 0 D

2c r vr c9 f (l h , l )pP P 0 0 T 0 TTh 5 5 0. (54)
3k f (l h , l )1 T 0 T

In the following we will discuss the limits of validity
of each term and establish useful approximations.

a. Effect of particle size on the temperature profile in
the particle, c9 5 1

The limits on this condition are best expressed by
examining the second term in the expansion of the ratio
of j1 to j0 in terms of the thermal penetration depth in
the particle,

2 2i r r0 0c9 ù 1 1 Ï2 ù 1 1 0.13i . (55)1 2 1 215 d dT TP P

For a particle size of one penetration depth, the mag-
nitude of c9 will differ from one by about 1% with a
phase change of 0.13 radians. The second term in c9
will be necessary for droplets larger than 18 mm at 1500
Hz and larger than 5 mm at 20 kHz. At 1500 Hz c9 5
1 is a valid assumption for most atmospheric aerosols;
at higher frequencies the second term should be in-
cluded. In fact, for cases where c9 is not unity, one must
also consider the spatial distribution of absorbed radiant
energy within the particle. The theoretical problem be-
comes much more complex in this case, as the kinetics
of mass transfer become involved, and is beyond the
scope of the present analysis.

b. Effect of finite neighborhoods on f 0(lh0, l)/
f 1(lh0, l)

Figure 1 displays the magnitude of the ratio of func-
tions versus the normalized particle radius and nor-
malized neighborhood thickness [(a 2 r0)/dT]. The ratio
of f 0(lh0, l)/ f 1(lh0, l) varies significantly from unity
for small neighborhood thickness and for large particle
radii. No significant correction for finite neighborhood
radii is required for a $ dT. For small particles (r0/dT

, 1022), neighborhood thickness as small as 0.3 dT may
be neglected. For the Desert Research Institute (DRI)
instrument operated in air at 1500 Hz, d ø 64 mm.TAir

This corresponds to a particle number density of 106

particles cm23. At 20 Hz, the critical particle number
density is about 1.5 3 103 particles cm23. The particle
number densities for the 1500-Hz instrument are un-
likely to occur in natural aerosols, but may be exceeded
in studies of undiluted exhausts. The higher-frequency
instruments are useful for higher particle densities be-
cause the penetration depths are small for them.

The ratio f 0(lh0, l)/ f 1(lh0, l) displays a depen-
dence on particle radius, even when the neighborhood
radius can be taken as infinite. This dependence can be
greatly simplified by dropping the second term in the
definitions of f 1 and f 0 and substituting the spherical
Hankel functions (lh0) and (lh0):1 1h h0 1

f (lh , l) 10 0 5
f (lh , l) 1 2 iÏilh1 0 0

1
5 , (56)

(1 1 r /d) 2 i(r /d)0 0
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FIG. 1. Magnitude of f 0(lh0, l)/ f 1(lh0, l) vs the normalized particle radius and normalized
neighborhood thickness [(a 2 r0)/dT].

for (a 2 r0)/d . 1. A significant variation in phase will
occur for r0/dT of a few tenths, significant magnitude
changes for r0/dT approaching one.

c. Effect of thermal equilibration time of an isolated
particle surrounded by gas

Equation (55) express the effect of the thermal equil-
ibration time of an isolated particle surrounded by a gas
(Chan 1975; Marble 1969). Marble has derived the fol-
lowing expression for the thermal equilibration time:

2c r rpP P 0t 5 . (57)T 3k

Equation (54) can then be written as Th 5 tTv, when
f 0(lTh0, lT)/ f 1(lTh0, lT) and c9 are one. For our more
general analysis, we write this term out in terms of the
particle radius normalized by the thermal penetration
depth:

22 c r r c9pP p 0Th 5 1 21 2 1 23 c r d 1 1 (1 2 i)r /dp Tair 0 T

c9
5 vt . (58)T [ ]1 1 (1 2 i)r /d0 T

We have utilized the large neighborhood from for the
ratio of functions f 0(lTh0, lT)/ f 1(lTh0, lT). The ratio
in square brackets is 120 for water drops in air. Equation
(58) will be significant with respect to one for r0/dT .
0.03. At 1500 Hz this corresponds to particle radii great-
er than 2 mm; at 20 kHz greater than 0.5 mm. By com-
parison, typical soot equivalent–volume–sphere radii in
the atmosphere are typically below 0.5 mm.

6. Approximate expressions for the source terms

It is useful to rewrite the source terms in the simplified
form that is correct for lower-particle densities but with
arbitrary particle size:
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FIG. 2. (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the microphone response
for Baker’s theory and Eq. (51) for Babs 5 10 Mm21. The ambient
air pressure is 1 atm and the ambient temperature is 290 K. Solid
line is for Baker’s theory for dry particles and dashed line is for
Baker’s theory for wet particles. Dotted line is calculated using Eq.
(51) for dry particles and the dot–dash line is calculated using Eq.
(51) for wet particles. Dry particles are obtained simply by setting
the mass diffusion coefficient to zero. First horizontal axis is for the
ratio of particle radius and thermal penetration depth; the second axis
displays actual particle radius for a resonator frequency of 1500 Hz;
the third axis displays the dependence of acoustic pressure on fre-
quency for a fixed particle radius.

c9
h 5 , (59)

J

c9Ev
m 5 , (60)

J

with

0r D r lm 1 1 (1 2 i)r /d2 12 0 2 0 DEv 5 2 1 , (61)
01 2kT r RT 1 1 (1 2 i)r /d0 1 0 0 T

J 5 1 2 iTh 1 lEv, and (62)

22 r0c9 5 1 1 i . (63)1 215 dTP

The thermal term Th is given in Eq. (58). These terms
can be further simplified for r0/dT , 0.1 by eliminating
the (1 2 i)r0/d terms to form simplified equations. For
the DRI instrument operated at 1500 Hz, this is valid
for particles smaller than 6 microns.

7. Results

Figure 2 displays the predicted magnitude and phase
of the ratio of acoustic pressure to the laser power as a
function of normalized radius for a fog of water droplets.
In this plot, the laser absorption in the fog is equal to
the number density of drops times the laser absorption
in a single drop. An absorption efficiency of 7.5 m2 g21

is used for the water droplet to simulate the light ab-
sorption by a carbonaceous particle, and obtain the ab-
sorption coefficient in dimensions of inverse distance
by multiplying by the droplet mass concentration. The
purpose of using explicit units is to evaluate the neigh-
borhood effects for the DRI instrument, though it should
be noted that the generated photoacoustic signals in this
theory vary linearly with respect to the absorption ef-
ficiency. Such a large absorption efficiency for the water
droplet would be relevant to use of IR sources, though
for the purposes here, this detail is not needed. We as-
sume the absorption efficiency per drop is constant and
calculate the needed number density of drops for a given
laser absorption in the fog and given drop size. Thus,
for a laser absorption in the fog of 10 Mm21, the cal-
culated number density at a normalized radius of r0/dT

5 1023 is 1.2 3 1023 drops cm23 and 1.2 3 1023 drops
cm23 for a normalized radius of r0/dT 5 1.

Two effects can be observed in these figures: 1) for
smaller particles, evaporation–condensation reduces the
acoustic pressure relative to the energy absorbed, and
2) as the particles increase in size, thermal relaxation
effects reduce the acoustic pressure in both wet and dry
cases. The effect is largest for dry particles. Both of
these dependences can be understood by examining the
factor J [Eq. (62)]. The inverse of this factor expresses
the reduction in particle surface temperature for a given
heat input relative to a dry particle small enough for
thermal relaxation to be negligible. The thermal relax-

ation term is a larger effect in reducing the temperature
of a dry particle since the relaxation effects become
large when Eq. (58) is O(1) for a dry particle and O(1
1 lEv) for a wet particle.

For very large particles, the thermal term would dom-
inate the factor J and the ratio of wet to dry particle
sound pressure ratios approaches [1 1 Ev c2/(g 2 1)].
At 208C and 100% relative humidity with a particle size
of r0/dT 5 0.1, this factor is 1.24, in good agreement
with Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Magnitude of the ratio of the microphone response of a wet
particle to a dry particle for Babs 5 10 Mm21. The ambient air
pressure is 1 atm and the ambient temperature is 290 K.

As the particle size approaches one thermal penetra-
tion depth the ratio of the terms [1 1 (1 2 i)r0/dD]/[1
1 (1 2 i)r0/dT] slightly reduces the contribution of
evaporation-condensation to the relative sound pressure
level. We note that the sound pressure level for such
conditions may not be detectable (see the far right por-
tion of Fig. 2).

Additional horizontal axes are provided in Fig. 2 to
aid interpretation. The second axis displays the actual
particle radius for a resonator frequency of 1500 Hz.
The third axis displays the dependence of the acoustic
pressure on frequency for fixed particle radius. This
scaling is only correct if particle neighborhood effects
are negligible over the range of the plot. This display
suggests that a multifrequency device could be used to
investigate evaporation–condensation and thermal equi-
librium effects in volatile aerosols of unknown size if
the particles are large enough (the attenuation of sound
waves in air places an upper limit on the acoustic fre-
quencies used). The approximate equations presented in
Eqs. (59)–(62) perfectly reproduce Fig. 2 demonstrating
that neighborhood effects are negligible at the number
densities used.

The results in Fig. 2 are relevant to the DRI instru-
ment, and can be generalized to evaluate the fractional
change in the photoacoustic signal when the aerosol is
wet or dry. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the magnitude
of the photoacoustic signal for a wet aerosol to that of
a dry aerosol. For a broad frequency range, this ratio
is 0.42. In other words, the measured photoacoustically
generated pressure by an aqueous droplet is a factor of
0.42 smaller than that of an equivalent ‘‘dry’’ droplet.
This sets a useful likely upper limit for the influence of
mass transfer on photoacoustic measurements of aerosol
light absorption. For soot, one can dry the aerosol before
measuring its light absorption to obtain at least a stan-
dard measure of light absorption. However, the direct

measurement of aerosol light absorption as a function
of relative humidity, especially high RH beyond 80%,
remains elusive by the photoacoustic instrument, or any
other method.

8. Conclusions

The analysis presented above demonstrates that
neighborhood effects can be neglected for most atmo-
spheric aerosols. Useful forms of the acoustic mass and
heat source terms have been developed which account
for thermal equilibration effects at higher frequencies
and for larger particles. The frequency dependence of
the magnitude and phase of the acoustic pressure may
serve as a diagnostic of the relative contribution of ther-
mal equilibration and mass transfer as volatile liquids
are absorbed on aerosol particles.

The efficiency factor involved with assuming an aero-
sol is dry when it is actually moist is 0.42 for a tem-
perature of 208C. In practice, this factor could be set to
1 by drying the air stream below an RH of 65%. Future
work will investigate the possibility of using photoa-
coustic measurements to measure the hydration state of
black carbon by exploiting the contribution of mass
transfer to the acoustic signal.
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